Experimental investigation on fractal drilling strength
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Abstract. In this paper we present an experimental investigation on fractal drilling strength, theoretically introduced on the basis of the universal fragmentation laws. We focus our attention on impregnated hard grain bit drilling with different base materials, tools and types of control, during steady state or transient condition perforations. Some single scratch tests with abrasive grains or hard material cutting edges, complete the analysis. A very strong size-effect on classical drilling strength emerges. On the other hand, the fractal drilling strength can be considered as a size-independent property. A comparison between classical and fractal approaches is thus presented.

1. Introduction

Drilling perforations are extensively used in engineering applications at different size- and time-scales, i.e., by varying the size of the material removed, as well as the drilling velocity. To describe drilling resistance for a given material, the so-called drilling strength $S$ is typically introduced: it is defined as the ratio between the power consumption and the volume removed per unit time and it is usually assumed as a material constant [1].

On the other hand, only recently, the Authors [2], on the basis of universal fragmentation laws [3], have shown how the drilling fragmentation should be considered as a fractal or multi-scale phenomenon. The main consequence of this approach is the prediction of strong size- and time-effects on nominal drilling strength and the introduction of the so-called fractal drilling strength $\Gamma$, a size- and time-independent parameter, with anomalous physical dimensions [2].

Several theoretical models have been proposed linking fractals [4,5] to fracture and fragmentation [6,7]. Carpinteri and Pugno have recently presented an application of fractals to fracture and fragmentation in different scientific areas [8]. Carpinteri [9] and Carpinteri et al. [10–12] used the fractal and multifractal approaches to explain the scaling laws for strength and toughness in the breaking behaviour of disordered materials. Engleman et al. [13] applied the maximum entropy method to show that the number-size distribution follows a fractal law for fragments that are not too large. By combining a fractal analysis of brittle fracture with an energy balance, a theoretical expression for the fragment size distribution is derived as a function of energy density [14,15]. In [16] the fragment size distribution is predicted from clusters of connected bonds in a cubic lattice and using percolation theory. A suite of
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fractal models has been developed in [17–22]; these Authors use the probabilities of failure to predict the fragment-size distribution based on the geometrical properties of the original material. A review on drilling indentation and the physical mechanisms of hard rock fragmentation under mechanical loading has been performed in [23]; an experimental analysis of the variation of drilling detritus with operating parameters has been reported in [24].

In the present paper, we describe an experimental investigation on the mentioned fractal drilling strength, which was theoretically introduced in [2] on the basis of the universal fragmentation laws [3]. A multifractal extension has been also proposed by the same Authors [25]. We focus our attention on different base materials (limestone, sandstone, quartz and concrete), different impregnated hard grain bit tools (by varying their grains’ content and size), different test controls (power consumption and drilling velocity) in steady state or transient conditions. Some tests on cutting, performed by single scratch hard grain or hard metal cutting edge, complete the analysis. As predicted by the fractal approach, very strong size and time-effects on classical drilling strength emerge.

2. Nominal or multi-scale drilling strengths

From the experiments, the nominal drilling strength $S$ can be estimated as the ratio of the power dissipated in the comminution process to the volume removed per unit time [1,2]:

$$S \approx \frac{\eta \dot{W}}{(1 + \varepsilon)A \dot{\delta}}^\gamma,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $\dot{W}$ is the power of the engine, $\eta \approx 0.9$ is its efficiency, $(1 + \varepsilon)A \approx 1.1 A$ is the effective area of the tool ring (larger by about 10% than the cross section area $A$ of the tool) and $\dot{\delta}$ is the drilling velocity.

On the other hand, the fractal drilling strength $\Gamma$ can be evaluated by definition as the ratio of the power dissipated to the measure of a domain intermediate between surface and volume [2], as follows:

$$\Gamma \approx \frac{\eta \dot{W}}{((1 + \varepsilon)A \dot{\delta})^\gamma}.$$     \hspace{1cm} (2)

In this hypothesis, between the two quantities there is the following correlation:

$$S \approx \frac{\Gamma}{(A \dot{\delta})^\gamma}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

The fractal drilling strength presents the anomalous dynamic units of $N m^{1-3\gamma} s^{\gamma-1}$. The fractal drilling strength is a constant, which is independent of the drilling velocity and of the area of the tool. On the other hand, we expect the nominal drilling strength $S$ to be dependent on drilling velocity and tool area, according to Eq. (3). For drilling, the energy dissipation is supposed to occur on a surface, as experimentally verified [2], so that $\gamma = 2/3$, on the other hand, classically $\gamma = 1$ and fractal and drilling strengths coincide.
3. Single scratch tests – influence of size scale

In the single scratch tests, $A$ coincides with the transversal cross-section area of the scratch and $\delta$ with the linear cutting velocity.

Experimentally, it is very evident that the nominal drilling strength is drilling velocity and tool area dependent, as described in Figs 1 and 2 for limestone. It decreases with an increase in size $A$ and/or in drilling velocity $\delta$, as predicted by Eq. (3). The nominal drilling strength $S$ from the scratch test (small scale) is approximately equal to 35 GPa, i.e. larger at least by one order of magnitude than the value obtained from the drilling tests (1 GPa), which is again by one order of magnitude larger than the value obtained for very large scales (0.03 GPa), coinciding with the compressive strength $\sigma_C$ of the material [1,2]. As expected, the drilling strength strongly increases by decreasing the size.

The same results have been confirmed by single scratch tests at small scale on concrete ($S \approx 20$ GPa), sandstone ($S \approx 3$ GPa) and quartz ($S \approx 20$ GPa).

As predicted by the fractal approach – Eq. (3), $\gamma = 2/3$ – the slope in the bi-logarithmic diagram drilling strength versus size scale (cubic root of the removed volume) is around $-1$ (Fig. 3). The first four data on the left in Fig. 3 are related to single scratch hard grain tests. The experiment on the largest size has been performed by a hard metal cutting edge tool. A linear best-fit approximation for the single scratch hard grain tests shows a slope of $-1.21$ ($R^2 = 0.97$). This means that the fractal drilling strength can be considered as size-independent. It is important to emphasize that the classical assumption $S \approx \sigma_C$ [1] can be used only at very large scales. On the contrary, at very small scales $S$ becomes larger by approximately three orders of magnitude.

![Fig. 1. Drilling strength vs scratch area (limestone).](image1)

![Fig. 2. Drilling strength vs drilling velocity (limestone).](image2)
4. Drilling tests on limestone – influence of tool hard grain content

Some drilling experiments to evaluate the influence of the tool volumetric hard grain content on the nominal and fractal drilling strengths, have been carried out. The radius and thickness of the tool are respectively $R = 51$ mm and $t = 3.5$ mm ($A = 2\pi Rt$).

The drilling strength $S$ can be estimated by means of Eq. (1); experimentally, it appears to be of the order of magnitude of 1 GPa (see Figs 4 and 6). On the other hand, the fractal drilling strength $\Gamma$ can be evaluated by means of Eq. (2) and experimentally it appears to be of the order of magnitude of 15 MN m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1/3}$ (see Figs 5 and 7).

The average experimental results from force-controlled tests are summarized in Table 1. The nominal and fractal drilling strengths are presented in Figs 4 and 5 as functions of the hard grain content. A rea-
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Fig. 6. Drilling strength as a function of the hard grain content in power-controlled tests (limestone).

Limestone–Constant Power

![Fractal Drilling Strength Graph]

Fig. 7. Fractal drilling strength as a function of the hard grain content in power-controlled tests (limestone).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volumetric hard grain content</th>
<th>Thrust force $F = constant$</th>
<th>Drilling velocity $\delta$</th>
<th>Power consumption $W$</th>
<th>Rotation speed $\phi$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>0.00171</td>
<td>2584</td>
<td>45.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>0.00159</td>
<td>2485</td>
<td>46.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>0.00143</td>
<td>2381</td>
<td>47.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>0.00113</td>
<td>2182</td>
<td>49.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>0.00092</td>
<td>2083</td>
<td>52.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A reasonable increase with hard grain content is shown. As a matter of fact, if the hard grain content increases the force on a single grain (at constant thrust) as well as its penetration decrease, so that the drilling strength increases (Fig. 3).

The average experimental results from power-controlled tests are summarized in Table 2. The nominal and fractal drilling strengths are presented in Figs 6 and 7 as functions of the hard grain content. They appear substantially constant.

5. Drilling tests on concrete – influence of tool hard grain content

Some drilling experiments to evaluate the influence of the volumetric hard grain content on nominal and fractal drilling strengths have been performed. The drilling tests on concrete are force- or power-controlled. The radius and thickness of the tool are the same as already considered.

The average experimental results for force-controlled tests are summarized in Table 3. The same trends are observed also for the power-controlled tests, in which also the thrust appears approximately constant.
Table 2
Average results from power-controlled tests on limestone [SI]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volumetric hard grain content</th>
<th>Thrust force $F$</th>
<th>Drilling velocity $\delta$</th>
<th>Power consumption $W \approx constant$</th>
<th>Rotation speed $\phi$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1371</td>
<td>0.00183</td>
<td>2646</td>
<td>43.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1477</td>
<td>0.00165</td>
<td>2630</td>
<td>42.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1567</td>
<td>0.00171</td>
<td>2643</td>
<td>43.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1824</td>
<td>0.00175</td>
<td>2752</td>
<td>42.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
Average results from force-controlled tests on concrete [SI]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volumetric hard grain content</th>
<th>Thrust force $F = constant$</th>
<th>Drilling velocity $\delta$</th>
<th>Power consumption $W$</th>
<th>Rotation speed $\phi$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1426</td>
<td>0.00098</td>
<td>1788</td>
<td>52.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1426</td>
<td>0.00090</td>
<td>1701</td>
<td>53.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1426</td>
<td>0.00096</td>
<td>1776</td>
<td>53.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1426</td>
<td>0.00078</td>
<td>1596</td>
<td>53.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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![Drilling strength as a function of the hard grain content in force-controlled tests (concrete).](image)

Fig. 8. Drilling strength as a function of the hard grain content in force-controlled tests (concrete).
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![Fractal drilling strength as a function of the hard grain content in force-controlled tests (concrete).](image)

Fig. 9. Fractal drilling strength as a function of the hard grain content in force-controlled tests (concrete).

The drilling strength $S$ can be estimated by means of Eq. (1); experimentally, it appears to be of the order of magnitude of 1 GPa (see Fig. 8), as theoretically predicted by the analysis of drilling detritus [2]. On the other hand, the fractal drilling strength $\Gamma$ can be evaluated by means of Eq. (2) and experimentally it appears to be of the order of magnitude of 14 MN m$^{-1}$ s$^{-1/3}$ (see Fig. 9).
6. Influence of hard grain size and drilling depth

Some experiments on transient drilling perforation have been carried out. We have used a new tool with sharp hard grains of different sizes. During the life of the tool, or along with the drilling depth, the hard grains change their cutting ability. After a transient regime, the process reaches a steady state condition, as previously treated in Sections 4 and 5. On the other hand, in the present section and in Section 7, we focus our attention on the mentioned transient process.

The experiments emphasize how the main parameter influencing the drilling response is the power consumption. The experimental curves and the theoretical predictions according to Eqs (1) and (2) and assuming the nominal or the fractal drilling strengths as constants, are reported respectively in Figs 10a

![Graphs showing drilling velocity vs. drilling depth for Small, Normal, and Large Grains](image)

Fig. 10. (a) Experimental results (squares) and theoretical predictions (rhombs) from Eq. (1). (b) Experimental results (squares) and theoretical predictions (rhombs) from Eq. (2).
and 10b, for concrete \((S = 1.4 \text{ GPa} \text{ or } \Gamma = 14 \text{ MN m}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1/3})\) and with a hard grain content of 6.5%. Similar results have been obtained for hard grain contents of 5, 7.5 and 10%, on concrete and limestone.

In Figs 10a and 10b, the comparison between experimental results and, respectively, nominal and fractal theoretical predictions are presented, by varying the hard grain size. Three different hard grain sizes are considered: \(\approx 100\) (small), \(\approx 300\) (normal) and \(\approx 500\) (large) micrometers.

A significant discrepancy is shown only for the nominal evaluation, whereas fractal theoretical predictions and experimental results agree very satisfactorily.

7. Pseudo-friction coefficient

The hard grain cutting ability changes with the hard grain volumetric content, dimension and quality (sharp, blunt, and broken hard grains), during the drilling process. To model these effects from a global point of view, a pseudo-friction coefficient \(\mu\) can be defined:

\[
\mu = \frac{M_t}{FR},
\]

where \(M_t\) is the torque, \(F\) the thrust force and \(R\) the radius of the tool.

The influence of the hard grain content on the pseudo-friction coefficient (evaluated as \(\mu = (\eta W)/(FR\phi)\)) is reported in the experimental Figs 11a, b and 12.

The influences of the hard grain size and of the drilling depth on the pseudo-friction coefficient are shown in Fig. 13. It is very interesting to note that the pseudo-friction coefficient decreases with a hard grain content increase and/or with a hard grain dimension decrease, as well as with the life of the tool.

Fig. 11. (a) Pseudo-friction coefficient vs hard grain content (constant thrust-limestone). (b) Pseudo-friction coefficient vs hard grain content (constant power-limestone).

Fig. 12. Pseudo-friction coefficient vs hard grain content (constant thrust-concrete).
Fig. 13. Pseudo-friction coefficient vs drilling perforation. Comparison between large (squares), normal (rhombus) and small hard grains (triangles). Hard grain content = 6.5%.

Table 4a
Pseudo-friction coefficients in concrete for new and steady state condition tools. Influence of hard grain dimension

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Small hard grain</th>
<th>Normal hard grain</th>
<th>Large hard grain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New tool</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Used tool</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4b
Pseudo-friction coefficients in concrete and limestone. Influence of hard grain content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>5%</th>
<th>10%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concrete</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limestone</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(or the drilling depth). It tends to become a constant for steady state processes. The main results are summarized in Tables 4a and 4b.

By means of the pseudo-friction coefficient, we are able to predict the drilling velocity also for transient force-controlled processes. From Tables 4a and 4b we can obtain the pseudo-friction coefficient for the considered case (for a steady state process, $\mu$ is time- and drilling depth-independent), from Eq. (4) the torque, from the engine characteristics (connecting torque and rotational speed) the rotational speed and, finally, from Eq. (3), the drilling velocity.

8. Conclusions

We have presented an experimental investigation on the nominal and fractal drilling strengths. It has been shown how the nominal drilling strength $S$ at small scales, obtained from scratch tests, is experimentally larger by at least one order of magnitude than the value obtained from the usual drilling tests, which is again by one order of magnitude larger than the value obtained for very large scales, coinciding
with the compressive strength of the material [1]. The size effects on nominal drilling strength are shown in Fig. 3. This means that the nominal drilling strength cannot be considered, as usually assumed, size-independent. On the other hand, the slope of the size effect in the bi-logarithmic diagram of Fig. 3 is close to \(-1\), as predicted by the fractal approach. As a consequence, the fractal drilling strength can be considered as size-independent. According to this consideration, the experimental comparisons of nominal and fractal evaluation show a significant discrepancy only for the former, whereas fractal theoretical predictions and experimental results agree very satisfactorily.
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